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Abstract – This paper reports an experimental work carried out on the square concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) slender
columns with an inner circular tube under concentric loading. The influences of the column slenderness ratio and the thickness of the
inner steel tube on the performance of the square CFDST slender column are investigated. The applicability of the design
recommendations given by Eurocode 4 for conventional concrete-filled steel tubular columns is evaluated in designing square CFDST
slender columns under concentric loading. It is found that the performance of the square CFDST slender column is significantly
influenced by the column slenderness ratio and the thickness of the inner steel tube. Furthermore, the design specification given by
Eurocode 4 significantly underestimates the ultimate strength of square CFDST slender columns under concentric loading.
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1. Introduction
The composite action between the steel and concrete results in the improvement of the strength, ductility, fire and
seismic performance of concrete-filled steel tubular (CFST) columns compared to reinforced concrete columns. The
confinement effect on a circular CFST column is more uniform than that of a square or rectangular cross-section of a CFST
column, thus the performance of a circular CFST column is much superior to that of its square or rectangular counterparts
[1]. Furthermore, the steel tube of a square or rectangular CFST column is more susceptible to the local buckling than that
of a circular tube, which significantly influences its structural performance [2]. However, the simplicity of connecting a
square or rectangular CFST column to the adjacent beam makes it a preferred cross-section compared to a circular CFST
column [3, 4]. Significant research studies were performed to improve the cross-section of CFST columns that provides
better bearing capacity and offers simplicity in connecting to adjacent beams such as investigating the cross-section of
CFST columns including octagonal shape [5-8], hexagonal shape [9-13], round-ended [14-17] and elliptical shape [18-22].
Recently, square concrete-filled double steel tubular (CFDST) column with an inner circular tube, as illustrated in Fig.
1 has been proposed as an innovative cross-section of CFST columns that offers the advantages of both the square and
circular CFST columns [4, 23]. To study their structural performance, researchers performed tests on square CFDST
columns under different loading conditions [24-28]. However, most of the tests were carried out on short CFDST columns,
where the length-to-outer width ratio (L/B0) was limited to 4 to prevent the global buckling from occurring [29-32]. Test on
CFDST slender columns was only reported by Xiong et al. [30], where the concrete compressive strength was about 180
MPa. It was found that for slender columns, the effectiveness of using ultra-high-strength concrete is very minimal. Ahmed
et al. [33, 34] developed numerical models in investigating the performance of eccentrically loaded CFDST slender
columns with and without preload effects. Design models to predict the ultimate strength of CFDST slender columns were
proposed based on numerical modeling.
This study reports a series of tests carried out on square CFDST slender columns under concentric loading. The test
parameter includes the column slenderness ratio and the thickness of the inner steel tube. The accuracy of the design
specifications given by Eurocode 4 [35] for conventional CFST columns is evaluated in predicting the ultimate strength of
CFDST slender columns under concentric loading.
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Fig. 1: Cross-section of a square CFDST column with an inner circular tube. (where B0 and Di are the width of the outer tube
and diameter of the inner tube, respectively; t0 and ti are the thickness of the outer and inner steel tube, respectively).

2. Experiments on square CFDST slender columns
2.1. Test specimens
Eight square CFDST columns were tested under concentric loading including two short columns, where L/B0 ratio of
the columns was 4. The cross-section of the outer square tube (B0× t0) was identical to 200×4.5 mm for all the tested
columns. The diameter of the inner circular steel tube was 114 mm for all tested columns with two different thicknesses of
the steel tubes of 2.5 mm and 3.5 mm, which were used to study the influences of the thickness of the inner steel tube on
the performance of CFDST slender columns. The tested columns were divided into two groups (Group 1 and Group 2)
according to their thickness. Different slenderness ratios of the columns were investigated for each Group. For columns in
Group 1, the L/B0 ratio of the column varied from 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12; whereas for columns in Group 2, the L/B0 ratio of the
column varied from 4, 8 and 12. Table 1 summarizes the details of the test columns.
In making CFDST columns, the outer and inner steel tubes were placed concentrically and welded with two steel
bars. Readily available steel hollow tubes having a nominal yield strength of 235 MPa were used to construct CFDST
columns. The hollow steel tubes were then filled with concrete having the same compressive strength.
2.2 Material properties
Three tensile coupon tests were performed according to GB/T 228.1-2010 [36] to obtain the material properties of
steel tubes. The yield stress of the steel tubes having a thickness of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 mm was measured as 314, 329 and 357
MPa, respectively. The tensile stress of the steel tubes having a thickness of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 mm was measured as 375,
415 and 482 MPa, respectively. The elastic modulus of the steel tubes having a thickness of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 mm was
calculated as 198, 205 and 203 GPa, respectively. Three concrete cubes (150 mm × 150 mm × 150 mm) were cast to
measure the compressive strength of the concrete. The cubes were cast at the same time as the tested columns and cured
under the same condition. From the compression tests performed after 28 days of casting, the average compressive cube
strength was measured as 47 MPa.
Table 1: Details of test specimens.
Group

Specimen

Outer tube

Inner tube
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L

L/

Nexp

N cal

Ncal
Nexp

Group 1

Group 2

S-1-4
S-1-6
S-1-8
S-1-10
S-1-12
S-2-4
S-2-8
S-2-12

(mm)
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

(mm)
(mm)
3.5
800
3.5
1200
3.5
1600
3.5
2000
3.5
2400
2.5
800
2.5
1600
2.5
2400
Mean
Standard Deviation (SD)
Coefficient of Variance (CoV)

(mm)
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5

(mm)
114
114
114
114
114
114
114
114

4
6
8
10
12
4
8
12

(MPa)

(kN)

(kN)

47
47
47
47
47
47
47
47

3265
3211
3186
3172
2978
3102
2957
2876

2690
2620
2505
2387
2264
2535
2366
2142

0.82
0.82
0.79
0.75
0.76
0.82
0.80
0.74
0.79
0.03
0.04

2.3. Experimental setup
The experimental program was carried out at the Beijing University of Technology, China using a 4000 kN hydraulic
testing machine. For safety purposes, all specimens were tested horizontally due to the height of the longest test specimens
exceeded the height of the reaction frame. To eliminate the elephant foot buckling like premature failure mode, both ends
of all the specimens were clamped with steel clamps. Two sets of loading devices comprised of loading and adapter plates
were used to apply load in the tested columns. The end faces of the specimens were coated with superhard gypsum prior to
loading the column in the testing frame to ensure the evenness and to eliminate any gap between the column and loading
plates. The test setup of a typical specimen is shown in Fig. 2.
The distributions of the strain of the tested columns were measured both at the compression and tension sides of the
tested columns at midspan using bi-directional strain gauges attached to the outer tube. Both axial and lateral displacement
of the tested columns were measured using displacement sensors. Except for columns S-1-12 and S-2-12, the lateral
displacement of the test columns was measured using three displacement sensors. For columns S-1-12 and S-2-12, five
displacement sensors were used to measure the lateral displacement. Two displacement sensors were used to record the
axial displacements of the columns. The tested columns were preloaded to 100 kN to remove any possible gap between the
specimens and the loading devices prior to recording the data. The columns were tested under displacement control at the
rate of 1 mm/min. The test stopped when the axial displacement of the specimens reached 30 mm. The DH18 data
acquisition system was employed to collect data for applied load, strain gauges and displacement sensors.

3. Experimental results
The typical failure modes of the tested slender columns were local buckling of the outer steel tube and global buckling
of the columns. Figure 3 illustrates the typical modes of failure of the tested columns. Utilization of the steel clamps at the
column ends was found to successfully prevent the failure modes of elephant foot buckling under axial loading. From
Table 1, it can be seen that increasing the L/B0 ratio of the column significantly reduced the ultimate strength of CFDST
columns. The ultimate compressive strength of the columns in Group 1 decreased by 8.8% when the L/B0 ratio of the
column increased from 4 to 12. For columns in Group 2, the ultimate compressive strength of the columns decreased by
7.3% for the increase of the L/B0 ratio of the column from 4 to 12. Furthermore, decreasing the inner steel tube thickness
decreased the ultimate compressive strength of the columns. The ultimate compressive strength of the columns S-2-4 and
S-2-8 was 5% and 7.2% lower than the ultimate compressive strength of the columns S-1-4 and S-1-8, respectively.
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Fig. 2: Typical test setup of square CFDST slender column under concentric loading.

Fig. 3: Typical failure mode of square CFDST slender columns under concentric loading.

The axial load-midspan displacement curves of the tested specimens are presented in Fig. 4. Generally, the descending
portion of the axial load-midspan lateral displacement curves of the tested columns can be seen as more flat as the column
reached the ultimate compressive strength; however, the rapid decrease in the midspan displacement for columns S-1-6 and
S-2-8 can be due to the excessive local buckling of the steel tube.
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Fig. 4: Axial load-midspan lateral displacement curves of square CFDST slender columns.

4. Design model
This section evaluates the applicability of existing design specifications specified by Eurocode 4 [35] for conventional
CFST columns in predicting the ultimate compressive strength of square CFDST slender columns. Eurocode 4 only
considers confinement effects for the circular section. Based on Eurocode 4, the ultimate compressive strength of square
CFDST short columns ( N u ) with an inner circular tube can be calculated as:

Nu  Asoe f syo  Aco f co'  a Asi f syi  Aci f ci' (1  c

ti
Di

f syi
f ci'

)

(1)

in which Asoe , Asi , Aco and Aci are the cross-sectional area of the outer tube, inner tube, sandwiched concrete and core
concrete, respectively; Di is the diameter of the inner tube; t i is the thickness of the inner tube; f syo and f syi are the yield
stress of the outer and inner tube, respectively; f co' and f ci' are the concrete cylindrical compressive strength of
sandwiched and core concrete, respectively. As in this study, the compressive strength of concrete was measured using
compression tests of concrete cube, the concrete cube strength was converted to cylindrical strength using a factor of 0.85
proposed by Oehlers and Bradford [37]. In Eq. (1) parameters  a and c are calculated as

a  0.25 (3  2 )
c  4.9 - 18.5   17 
in which

(a  1.0)

(2)

(c  0)

(3)

2

 is the relative slenderness ratio of the column expressed as:



Nu
N cr

(4)

in which N cr is the Euler buckling calculated as:

N cr 

 2 ( EI )eff

(5)

L2

in which ( EI )eff is the effective flexural stiffness calculated as:

( EI )eff  Es ,so I s ,so  0.6Ecm,co Ic,co  Es ,si I s ,si  0.6Ecm,ci Ic,ci

(6)

1/3

 f ' 8
Ecm  22000  c

 10 

(7)
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in which Es , so and Es , si are the elastic modulus of outer and inner steel tube, respectively; Ecm,co and Ecm,ci are the elastic
modulus of sandwiched and core concrete, respectively; I s , so and I s , si are the second moment of area of the outer and
inner steel tube, respectively; I c ,co and I c ,ci are the second moment of area of the sandwiched and core concrete,
respectively.
Eurocode 4 specified a slenderness limit

Bo
235 for steel tube beyond which local buckling should be considered.
 52
to
f syo

As the tested columns in this study exceed the limit specified by Eurocode 4, the effective width of the outer tube was
calculated using the formula suggested by Eurocode 4 and Gardner and Theofanous [38] as:
0.772 0.079
(8)
  
2

p



p

12(1  vs 2 ) f syo Bo
p 
k Eso
to


(9)


in which  is the local buckling reduction factor;  p is the plate slenderness; Eso is the elastic modulus of outer steel
tube; k is the buckling coefficient, taken as 4 and vs is Poisson’s ratio of steel tube, taken as 0.3.
Eurocode 4 suggested a slenderness reduction factor  to consider the slenderness ratio in calculating the ultimate
compressive strength of slender section written as:
(10)
Nu , EC 4   Nu
in which  is suggested in Eurocode 3 [39] as:
1

 1.0
2
  2  

(11)

2

1   (  0.2)  
(12)

2
in which  is the imperfection factor corresponding to the relevant buckling curve taken as 0.49 based on buckling curve
‘c’ for CFDST columns.

Based on the comparisons of the experimental and predicted ultimate compressive strength of CFDST columns given in
Table 1, it can be seen that Eurocode 4 significantly underestimates the ultimate compressive strength of CFDST columns
under concentric loading. The mean ratio of the predicted-to-experimental ultimate compressive strength ( Ncal / Nexp ) was
calculated as 0.79 with a standard deviation of 0.03.

5. Conclusion
This paper investigates the mechanical performance of square CFDST slender column under concentric loading.
Test results on eight CFDST columns including 2 short columns are presented. Test results show that the ultimate
compressive strength of square CFDST slender columns is influenced by the L/B0 ratio of the column and the
thickness of the inner steel tube. Increasing the L/B0 ratio of the column or decreasing the thickness of the inner steel
tube reduces the ultimate compressive strength of the columns under concentric loading. Based on the comparisons of
the predicted ultimate strength of CFDST columns using the design specifications of conventional CFST columns
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specified by Eurocode 4, it is found that Eurocode 4 significantly underestimates the ultimate strength of CFDST slender
columns under concentric loading.
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